
Please get started on your 
bellringer at the top of your 

paper. 



Do The Math!

Camels travel 80-120 miles per day.
Sahara Desert is 1,200 miles wide N-S.
How long would it take to get across?



What would it take for you to walk 
across the desert for two weeks?



Use the video to answer questions 1-7
1. What does the prefix “trans-” mean?
2. How many miles was the journey across 

the Saharan Desert? 
3. What problems did people face when 

trading? 
4. What two things made trade easier? 
5. How did the spread of Islam affect 

traveling/trading? Explain. 
6. List 4 items traded on the Trans 

Saharan Trade route? 
7. Why did this trade route go out of style? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiyplqC5pAo


Medieval African 
Art’s Global Legacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6C_WCz67Dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6C_WCz67Dw


Mary and Jesus in Africa

This is a figurine picturing the mother Mary with 
baby Jesus carved out of elephant ivory (ca. 
1250-1300). 

With this item, you see a mix of European 
Christianity and the natural resources of Africa. 

Question:
What does this tell you about trade along the 
Sand Road? 



Think- Pair- Share

What are some struggles had by those 
traveling the sand road? 

What are advantages to the trade? 

What are disadvantages to the trade?

Taureg camel 
saddle



Trivia Break:
What was the name of the famous 

merchant, explorer and writer 
who travelled the Silk Road?



"This desert is reported to be so long that it would take a year to 
go from end to end; and at the narrowest point it takes a month 
to cross it. It consists entirely of mountains and sands and valleys. 
There is nothing at all to eat." - Marco Polo 



Where does the silk road start?
The Silk Road begins in the massive Xi'an, capital of China's Tang 
Empire. It was the largest city in the world around 750 CE. This 
metropolis is home to nearly a million people, and another million live 
just outside the imposing walls. 



Imperial buildings, temples and markets line the streets, and the city 
buzzes with activity. Foreign merchants, ambassadors, scholars, and 
musicians flock to this urban center, stocking the markets with exotic 
goods and filling the streets with sights and sounds from distant lands.



After months spent baking under the blazing sun, the caravan has reached 
Turpan. At last, here is a lush oasis refuge from the harsh Taklimakan Desert 
of Central Asia. 



Ingenious irrigation systems bring cool water from nearby mountains, 
offering you and your thirsty camels a refreshing drink. More important, the 
water allows farmers here to grow an incredible array of fruits and 
vegetables. What's not eaten by residents or hungry travelers will be traded 
along the Silk Road, reaching kitchens thousands of miles away.



Walk into your local supermarket and you may find French wines and Japanese pears. 
Surprisingly, visitors to markets along the ancient Silk Road (long before overnight 
shipping and refrigeration) could also choose from an array of foreign delicacies. As 
travelers moved along trade routes, they introduced their own ingredients and recipes 
to foreign lands. Over time, such exotic edibles became familiar features on local 
menus.



As the caravan approaches the fabled city of Samarkand, the gates swing open. Are you seeking 
the finest silk brocade? A sable coat, a packet of fragrant musk or a smooth roll of cream-colored 
paper? Whatever you desire, chances are a Sogdian merchant from Samarkand can deliver it. 



These shrewd traders have built up a fortune buying and selling in distant countries. The 
Sogdians are ambitious go-betweens, controlling a network of commerce that extends to 
India, China and Persia-and the heart of their trading empire is here, deep in Central Asia.



Traveling the silk road

“When a man is riding through this desert by night and for some reason -falling 
asleep or anything else -he gets separated from his companions and wants to 
rejoin them, he hears spirit voices talking to him as if they were his companions, 
sometimes even calling him by name. Often these voices lure him away from the 
path and he never finds it again” -Marco Polo

Question:
How might environmental factors influence trade patterns along the Silk Road?



The journey along the Silk Road has taken you thousands of miles from the 
imperial city of Xi'an, China. At last, here is its western rival: Baghdad, capital 
of the Islamic world. Founded in 762, this elegant metropolis is known as the 
City of Peace. 



Its gleaming palaces and fragrant gardens look down on Iraq's Tigris River; 
foreign goods arrive daily by ship as well as by camel caravan. An illustrious 
family of Islamic rulers holds court here. Under their patronage, Baghdad 
has blossomed into a remarkable center of learning - a meeting place for 
scholars, scientists and philosophers and a storehouse for knowledge from 
many lands.



Complete your exit slip

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7-PMOVSACQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHSgkZsCgtw



